
Introducing

ConnectedCrops
Real-time data Directly from your field to your phone
Increase production Reduce costs Easy setup

ConnectedCrops™

™



Detect &
Respond to
Frost Conditions
Proactively

Reduce
water &
energy use

Monitor
plant stress
in real time

Improve
crop health
and yield

Eliminate
fertilizer
leaching

Track weather data,
trigger alerts

Determine
ideal

irrigation
schedule

Real-time
measurements
to your
smartphone

GetAhead
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Easy Mount
You can mount the station

anywhere in your field. Mount

to a post, or building with a

couple of easy screws. The

unit is portable, so you can

change its location very easily

without the need to install a

base-station.

ConnectedCrops is a solution that provides growers with real-time data from their farms on their
smartphone. The solution includes a weather station that requires almost no maintenance, no
check-ins to get the data or change the settings, and a mobile application that provides the real-
time sensors, readings and notifications directly to the grower!

Cellular
Connectivity

Built-In
The station sends data directly to

your smartphone. The antenna

is 5X more powerful than an

average cell phone. You don’t

need to setup communication

towers, wifi, or cables to each

station.

Solar Powered
No extended power needed

and each station has a large

capacity battery and can run

for weeks without solar power.

Over the Air
Update
Stations are upgraded

remotely with latest

software and features.

Easy Diagnostics
No complex troubleshooting

procedures. Lights confirm

correct operation of battery,

communications, and sensors.

High-Precision Soil and
Temperature Sensors

The station uses high quality soil moisture

and temperature sensors available.

TheConnectedCrops™Solution
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Visit connectedcrops.ca for more information, grower testimonials, research documents and news
about precision agriculture management.

Increase yield and quality with better information

Easy to install. Completely wireless and independent

Easy to maintain

Real-time readings from the field to your smartphone. No more manual data retrievals

Alerts on what matters to you

High-quality sensors

Fred Kauzlaric
Kauzlaric Farms

After 5 years of struggling with “guessing” and manual

moisture measurements, we chose to act on our concern

over soil moisture and implemented ConnectedCrops.

WhyuseConnectedCrops™ ?
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Knowing how much moisture the soil has and how much it retained after irrigation or a rain fall is crucial for

decision making and answering the following questions:

Studies show that plants produce the greatest yields and the

best quality when they stay within their comfort zone. When

the water level is in the too wet-zone, it can reduce yield

and reduce yield fertilizer leaching, increase vulnerability

to disease, and increase input costs for water and fertilizer.

When the water levels are too dry, it can cause reduced yields.

Applicable Products

Standard Sensor
Solution
Temperature &
Irrigation

Advanced Irrigation
Solution
Dual Level Irrigation
Management

■ How soon after a rainfall should I start irrigating?

■ When should I start irrigating?

■ When should I stop irrigating?

■ Is the water reaching to the lower layers of the root
structure?

The challenge is you don’t have an easy

way to know what the volumetric water

content levels are. It’s hard to know if

the soil is holding on to the water or if its

flowing downstream. In a large field by the

time the plant exhibits water stress it is too

late to make adjustments.

Irrigation andSoil Analysis

With ConnectedCrops mobile application you can get recommendations from the app on when
to start and stop irrigation based on your soil type and its soil moisture measurement.
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Rapid drops in temperature can have devastating effects on plant yields, especially when perennials are acclimating or de-

acclimating to new temperatures. Increase in temperature followed by a sudden drop can reduce yields by 75% or more.

Frost ProtectionMechanism

Jamie Slingerland
Pillitteri Estates Winery

I now know more accurately and immediately,

my temperatures to determine when we have to

start/end wind machines or pick ice-wine. Best

of all, because of its inherent mobility, I can travel

to any destination in the world that has a cell

signal, be out for dinner with friends and enjoy life

a little better with a quick look at my app from

ConnectedCrops Weather Stations.

Applicable Products

Advanced Temperature Solution
Temperature Inversion

With ConnectedCrops’ mobile application, you can get the temperature at

different heights. Wind machine level and fruiting zone for example, and you

can get the alerts in case of temperature inversion which you can use as a

key factor in deciding whether to turn on your wind machines to take other

actions.

Alerts can be configured for high and low temperatures and on the

temperature difference of your choice to indicate the inversion.

Frost protection tools such aswindmachines and
heated tarps are very effective provided you know

when to use them. Temperature data from online
sources is often many kilometers away and doesn’t

provide accurate information for your farm, and often

you have to implement these measures at the coldest

times of the night.

Warmer air
high above ground

Colder air
near the ground

- 5°C

- 15°C
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Our intuitive and easy to use smart phone application is simple
and user friendly. It provides you real-time data for what is
going on in your farm.

Realtime stats of
your weather stations

Dashboard

Configure
real-time alerts for
what matters to you

Real-time
alerts

Review weather conditions
from previous seasons

Historical DAta

All YourData at Your Finger Tips

Select and compare
readings at multiple
sites on multiple sensors

Compare
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Air
Temperature

Temperature
Inversion

Soil
Moisture

Soil
Temperature

How itworks

ConnectedCrops™

ConnectedCrops™


